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              Hi,

Due to a technical problem I lost my PDFCreator-3_x_x-Setup.exe files prior to PDFCreator-3_4_0-Setup.exe.

I really need those versions, but as I can't find them in the download area, I hope someone can provide me those 3.x.x setups or inform me how / where I can download them (officially)

Thanks
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              Is really nobody able to help me with those Setup's (or url's for them) ?
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              Hi,

sorry for the wait.

Which exact version / edition do you need?

I can check if it is still available on our server and send you a link if it's still there.

Are you experiencing any issues with PDFCreator 4.0.3?

Best regards

Robin
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              Hi Robin,

Thanks for the reply. It's because of a special situation, not because of problems with 4.0.3.

I would like to have the versions before 3.4.0, at least I need

3_2_x (x= all versions)

3_3_x (x= all versions)

Its a pitty they are no longer at

https://purple.download.pdfforge.org/pdfcreator/3.x.x/PDFCreator-3_x_x-Setup.exe

Thank you
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              Hi,

I am afraid those versions are no longer available on our servers for PDFCreator Free, only for the business editions.

Best regards

Robin
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              Thanks for the reply, got the free/business message. I know, those setups are taking a huge amount  of disc space.
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              As pdfforge seems not being able to provide those "free" setups, maybe someone else (also having a personal setup-archive) could help me out ?

Thanks
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              I'm almost done, I found some but can't find (still need) these :

	PDFCreator-3_0_0-Setup.exe
	PDFCreator-3_2_1-Setup.exe
	PDFCreator-3_3_1-Setup.exe


I also need the MD5-checksum for :

	PDFCreator-3_0_3-Setup.exe
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